
RAIDIX QoSmic
True QoS Standard

RAIDIX-based storage empowered by QoSmic technology 
opens new frontiers to the efficiency of post-production 
and content creation. 

All the advantages of the Shared Storage can be diminished when heavy applications devour most of the storage 
resources. Like a noisy neighbour they intervene into the sweetness of your night dreams.

With traditional QoS any minor change in storage usage scenario leads to either inefficient use 
of resources or to the need to change QoS settings manually.

From now on you can teach your storage to attend to your business-critical applications first! RAIDIX R&D Lab 
has developed RAIDIX QoSmic add-on. 

With RAIDIX QoSmic a storage will manage QoS settings efficiently so that your most critical applications receive 
proper performance level, and IT resources are not wasted for less important tasks.

NEW

Teach the storage by simply clicking a “learn” 
button every time you run a new application 
and indicate whether this is a primary 
application or less important one.

That’s it!11 2

A storage administrator prioritizes applications according to their level of importance. RAIDIX QoSmic intellectual 
module analyzes requests sent from clients, understands which client uses important applications and optimizes 
QoS for the clients (bandwidth, command queue depth and command execution priorities). When data flow within 
the storage infrastructure no longer fits the pattern, QoSmic alters QoS settings accordingly and continues 
to monitor clients’ activity.
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In practice, a QoSmic storage finds its best utilization during the media 
post-production works.

To find out more about RAIDIX Media high-performance storage software 
solution please refer to the relevant Marketing material, visit our website 
at www.acnc.com or send an e-mail to sales@acnc.com  

RAIDIX is a high performance professional shared SAN and scale-out NAS storage systems software development 
company. RAIDIX supports InfiniBand, iSCSI, FibreChannel and 12G SAS interfaces and transforms the standard 
x64 server hardware into a high-performance storage solution with low total cost of ownership.

The core strategic value is represented by the patented RAID calculating algorithms which provide end-users 
with the best-in-class storage software solution. The global partner network consists of storage vendors, system 
integrators and professional IT solution providers.

Accumulating technical expertise in the field of data storing since 2007, RAIDIX started in 2009 specifically 
for the high-tech innovative software development in data storage area.

An extensive expertise in the data storage field combined with a deep understanding of industry-specific 
processes of Media & Entertainment, High Performance Computing and  Healthcare areas define the guidelines 
for the development of the software product families.
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